
 

 

 

Release Notes                    March 31, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 

issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 03.31.21.  

 

[Business Enhancement] Add the ability for Users to Follow Up on PAs from the expanded view on the PA tab 

[Business Enhancement] Allow FSR Users to place restocks for Products that are ordered in Cases to order 

over Par Levels and only at the lowest possible value over Par (OfficeCare Only) 

[Business Enhancement] Add a Reports Landing Page and show it in the Reports dropdown 

[Business Enhancement] Add the Expand/Collapse All button to the bottom of the PA tab  

[Business Enhancement] For Users with the Change Account page, have the cursor populate in the Search box  

[Business Enhancement] Add pagination to the Same & Similar modal so all results can be viewed if Users 

need to resend requests 

[Business Enhancement] Correct the styling of <dl> tags (detail lists) so that all of the names or details are 

visible to Users 

[Operational Enhancement] Save the Product Unit Price on the Usage submissions so historical pricing is 

saved when running the Usage report 

[Operational Enhancement] Update logic on Protocols so specific Users cannot Edit or Delete Suggested 

Protocols 

[Operational Enhancement] Add a new column to the User Mass Entry form so the Default Location can be 

set on Users when they create PAs 

[Operational Enhancement] When creating a patient manually, make the Primary Provider name a mandatory 

field so Users will see the Payor to import it on the PA page 

[Operational Enhancement] Allow SAs to Change Accounts from SM 

[Operational Enhancement] Add additional Decline Reasons to the Decline Payment dropdown 

[Operational Enhancement] Do not let SSO Users become Inactive 

[Future Functionality] As a HiP User, allow them to retry the request if the initial submission fails 

[Bug Fix] On HiP PAs Users can click the initial Submit Payment Request multiple times 

[Bug Fix] Clicking ‘Complete + Attach’ on Custom Forms isn’t attaching the correct form 

[Bug Fix] Inactive Custom Forms are showing in the Add Custom Forms selection modal 

[Bug Fix] Main Dashboard Incomplete PAs warning count does not match the actual number of Incomplete 

PAs older than 25 days 

[Bug Fix] Address Honeybadger error: Cannot red property ‘fileUploadPath’ of undefined 

[Bug Fix] Patients page pagination is not showing if there are more than 25 patients with the same name 

[Bug Fix] Users with the role combination of MiQ and PA Creator cannot login 

 

 

 



 

 

Release Notes Continued            March 31, 2021 
 

 

[Bug Fix] Address Honeybadger error: NoMethodError: undefined method ‘[]’ for nil:NilClass 

[Chore] Fix duplicate IDs on inventory related pages 

[Chore] Generate new DB dumb by running migrations after freshly importing old dump 

[Chore] Use ActiveSupport tagged logging and the ‘marginalia’ gem to add a UUID to our rails application logs 

and our MySQL query log, trying each request to the DB queries it generates 

[Chore] Fix duplicate IDs on User related pages 

 


